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Abstract. The incomplete response of a nonlinear oscillatory system to a periodically
driving force called periodic pulling oscillation. In the present study, this phenomenon is
observed in the discharge current of airglow discharge that generated at low pressure (5585 mTorr) by a periodically driving force (a sinusoidal voltage) of the period (3.33 mSec).
The glow discharge is created between two plan electrodes of Aluminum, sited parallel
inside a Pyrex cylindrical tube at the distance (9.5 cm). It has been observed that the
periodic pulling waveform and amplitude changed with the discharge pressure and voltage.
A maximum periodic pulling is obtained at a moderate discharges voltage and pressure,
namely at normal glow discharge voltage and pressure that coincides with the pressure of
the Paschen curve minimum. Furthermore, it is observed that the periodic pulling
oscillation is weak and disappear at a higher discharge voltage and /or discharge pressure
within the range.
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1 Introduction
Gases discharge plasma has wide applications in the medicinal and engineering devices
technology. One of the important features of those devices is discharge stability. Oscillations
represent a well-known type of discharge instabilities, which have a variety of reasons, It is
often a self-enhanced, initially random fluctuations in electron and ion loss rates to the chamber
walls, a sheath resonance instabilities, and signals that picked up from a plasma source. The
oscillations could also be related to a mixture of the instability processes occurring within the
discharge itself and the external discharge circuit. Instabilities are observed in all kinds of
plasma, ranging from the low-density plasma of Townsend discharges up to high-density
Tokomaks plasmas. Many studies have been shown that there are continuous or damped
oscillations in a discharge current at the stable, pulsed, or periodic discharge voltage [1-5].
Earlier, an outsized effort has made to know the reasons of discharge current oscillations [8]. In
the Townsend discharge, it is observed that the space charge causes a negative resistance
reinforces an oscillation within the discharge current [9]. To explain the discharge instabilities,
phenomenological models often considered the foremost effective circuit elements [11,12],
while physical models take the present and distribution of charged particles within the discharge
chamber [9, 13]. The oscillations in the discharge current could be of the relaxation type when
the discharge turning off and on repeatedly through the transitions between different modes of
operation [15]. Periodic pulling is another type of a nonlinear oscillation that occurs in the
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discharge current due to the incomplete response of the discharge to periodic drive action.
During that, the system oscillation stops the synchronization at regular intervals, and the
oscillation frequency pulled toward the driving frequency. The periodic pulling produces a kind
of AM and FM in the system oscillatory response. These combined modulations produced an
envelope of asymmetric sides. The periodic pulling phenomenon is observed in many physical
systems [6-11]. In plasma, the periodic pulling has been investigated in a bounded plasma,
beam-plasma interactions, a He-Ne laser within a weak magnetic field, and in avalanche-diode
oscillators [12-15]. In the present study, a sufficient periodically driving force (sinusoidal
voltage) is used to verify the periodic pulling in the current waveform of airglow discharge at
low pressures. It is observed that a maximum periodic pulling is obtained at a moderate driving
voltage and a low pressure which coincides with that of the Paschen curve minimum. It is also
shown that the periodic pulling oscillation weakens with increasing the discharge voltage and
eventually disappear with increasing the discharge pressure.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental arrangement of this study is shown in Figure 1. The glow discharge of
air is created between two flat disc Aluminum electrodes separated by (9.5 cm) inside a Pyrex
cylindrical tube of diameter 7.5 cm. The parts of the discharge chamber are cleaned and dried
carefully before they used. A rotary vacuum pump with a thermocouple vacuum gauge is used
to control the pressure of air in the range (55-85 mTorr).
The glow discharge of air is generated and derived periodically by a different value (350600 V) of a sinusoidal voltage of the time (3.33 mSec). The driving voltage is supplied from a
high voltage power supply capable to supply up to 700V of 250mA. A ballast 330 Ω resistor of
1.5 W is used in series in the discharge circuit to limit the discharge current. A digital storage
oscilloscope of high impedance (Hantek DSO5072P) was used to capture the discharge current
waveform images. The images have been treated by Matlab image processing tools to get the
periodic pulling data, which are also used in the Matlab curve fitting tools to obtain the periodic
pulling waveform. Keep in mind that all voltages that will state in the results and figures
represent the root mean square values.

Fig. 1. Schematic of airglow discharge system, PCS (pressure control system), OSC (oscilloscope), V
(discharge and driving voltage), and R (ballast resistor).

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows an image of a periodic pulling that observed in the discharge current waveform
of airglow discharge. The periodic pulling waveform (the modulation signal or the envelope)
was fitted by Matlab to the Fourier series that given by the following equation [17].
𝑦 = 𝑎0 + ∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑘𝜔𝑡) + 𝑏𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑘𝜔𝑡)

(1)

Where 𝑦, ω, n and 𝑎0 are the parameters of the periodic pulling waveform, the instantaneous
amplitude, the fundamental frequency, the number of harmonics and the DC component
respectively.

Fig. 2. An image of a periodic pulling in the discharge current waveform, captured at pressure (65
mTorr) and driving discharge voltage (378 V) of the period of time (3.33 mSec)

At a discharge pressure in the range (55-85 mTorr) and/or a discharge voltage in the range (350600 V), the periodic pulling waveform (modulation signal) has a specific waveform, time and
oscillation amplitude. Figure 3 illustrates the periodic pulling waveform with it is equivalent
Harmonics observed in the discharge current at different conditions (discharge voltage and
pressure). The periodic driving voltage impresses the discharge to oscillate between two modes
of operation, glow discharge mode (generation of charged particles) and dark discharge mode
(loss of charged particles). A number of charged particles is leftover in the discharge chamber
during the transition from glow to dark mode. The density of the remaining charged particles is
not constant and it changed in some way at each half cycle of the driving voltage (oscillate
between different values). The periodic pulling oscillation was formed in the discharge current
by the oscillation of charged particle density that leftover in the discharge chamber during the
periodic transitions. The net rate of generation and loss of charged particles in a mode of
discharge is given by equations (2) and (3), for electrons and ions respectively [18, 21].
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Where 𝑛𝑒 , 𝜇𝑒 , 𝐷𝑒 , 𝑛𝑖 , 𝜇𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 are the electron and ion parameters, density, mobility, and
diffusivity respectively and 𝑉, 𝑁, 𝐼𝑅 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐾𝐵 and 𝑇𝑒 are discharge voltage, gas density, ionization
rate, ionization energy, Boltzmann constant, and electron temperature respectively. Equations
(2) and (3) have no analytical solution. It is clear that the predominant factors in the equations
are gas density (gas pressure) and discharge voltage.
It is observed here experimentally that the periodic pulling oscillation can be seen clearly
at low and moderate pressure and/or discharge voltage. Figure 4 displays the amplitude of the
periodic pulling waveform at the values of discharge voltage and air pressure shown in table 1.
It is fairly from this figure that a maximum periodic pulling amplitude occurs at the pressure or
𝑝𝑑 value that coincides with that of the Paschen curve minimum (0.065 Torr × 9.25 cm =
0.6 Torr. cm), where 𝑝 is the discharge pressure and 𝑑 is the inter-electrodes distance [18]. It
is also displayed in the same figure that the high oscillation amplitude occurs at a normal glow
discharge voltage. The figure moreover, shows that the oscillation amplitude decreased sharply
at low and high discharge voltage and finally disappear with increasing the discharge pressure
at a given discharge voltage. It appears that the high pressure acts as a damping factor in the
periodic pulling oscillations by increases the collision frequency between all particles. The high
voltage could also be damping that oscillations by speed up the charged particles and so on the
collision frequency of them will increase.

Fig. 3. Periodic pulling waveform with it harmonics obtained at top/ pressure (65 mTorr) and discharge
voltage (378 V), bottom/ pressure (75 mTorr) and discharge voltage (430)

Table 1. discharge pressures with discharge voltages sequence
Discharge Voltage (Volt)
Discharge
Pressure (mTorr)
55
65
75
85

1
460
369
430
500

Discharge Voltage Sequence
2
3
4
489
502
523
378
405
431
503
517
534
516
537
542

5
547
456
546
553

Fig. 4. Periodic pulling waveform amplitude at different discharge voltage and pressure

Figure 5 shows the frequency of the periodic pulling waveform at different discharge
voltage and pressure. It is clear that the oscillation frequency of a periodic pulling decrease with
increasing the discharge voltage and/or discharge pressure. This result is also produced by the
effect of discharge pressure and voltage on the collision frequency of charged particles that
generate the periodic pulling oscillation. Moreover, the figure shows that the frequency of a
maximum periodic pulling is near (1/3) of that of the driving force (discharge voltage).

Fig. 5. Periodic pulling waveform frequency at different pressure and discharge voltage

4 Conclusions
In the ranges (55-85 mTorr) and (350-600 V) of discharge pressure and voltage respectively,
the periodic pulling has been observed in the airglow discharge current waveform.
Measurements illustrate that the periodic pulling waveform has a specific waveform, time
period, and oscillation amplitude that changed with discharge voltage and pressure. It is shown
that a maximum periodic pulling occurs at a normal glow discharge voltage and a pressure that
coincides with that of the Paschen curve minimum. The last two factors provide optimum
conditions for periodic pulling oscillations (a high density of a leftover charged particle and a
low collision frequency) in comparison with other values. Furthermore, it is displayed that the
periodic pulling decreased with increasing the discharge voltage and finally disappear with
increasing the discharge pressure. It is also shown that the periodic pulling oscillation frequency
decreases with increasing the discharge voltage and/or discharge pressure and the frequency of
a maximum periodic pulling is near (1/3) of the driving force (discharge voltage) frequency.
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